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Diffusion of muonic deuterium and hydrogen atoms
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Diffusion of muonic deuteriummd and muonic hydrogenmp atoms produced following the stopping of
negative muons in D2 or H2 at 300 K was studied at pressures of 47–750 mbar~H2) and 94–1520 mbar
~D2) in two distinct target geometries. Time intervals were recorded between entry of negative muons into the
gas and arrival of each resultingmd or mp atom at one of 50 foils immersed in the gas, and spaced regularly
along the muon beam axis. The results of such measurements were fitted to time distributions generated by
Monte Carlo methods, using theoretical scattering predictions and empirically chosen forms for the initial
energy distributions of the muonic atoms in the 1S state. Results indicate muonic atom energy distributions
which ~a! are different formd andmp and~b! vary with pressure. The best-fit energy distributions have mean
energies ranging from 1.5 eV formd at 94 mbar to>9 eV formp at 750 mbar. The data are also sensitive to
scattering cross sections formd and mp, and are consistent with current theoretical calculations for the
md1D2 cross sections. In the case ofmp1H2 scattering, the experimental data suggest discrepancies with the
theoretical predictions.@S1050-2947~97!06501-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Muonic hydrogen atoms (mp, md, or mt) are formed
when negative muons are brought to rest in targets filled w
pure or mixed hydrogen isotopes in gaseous, liquid, or s
form. ~It is also possible that muons stopping in hydrog
compounds, e.g., CH4, will form free mp atoms, but no ex-
perimental evidence for this exists at present.! Such muonic
atoms, being analogous to ordinary hydrogen atoms, pro
opportunity for study of QED, weak interactions, and atom
scattering processes. However, the distance scale for mu
hydrogen is smaller by a factorme /mm than the usual Bohr
atomic scale, which affects calculations of muonic hydrog
properties and also leads to the remarkable phenomeno
muon catalyzed fusion (mCF! discovered by Alvarezet al.
@1#.
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55 215DIFFUSION OF MUONIC DEUTERIUM AND HYDROGEN ATOMS
In studying muonic hydrogen atom processes, it is nec
sary to establish the initial states from which the proces
occur. For example, if it is desired to measure the we
pseudoscalar form factor in muon absorption of proto
(m21p→n1nm) in the triplet state of themp atom, then it
is necessary to understand the evolution of hyperfine s
populations ofmp atoms after the atoms are formed in t
target. This in turn requires understanding the initial ene
distribution of these atoms, and their cross sections for s
tering off the molecules of the target. Monoenergetic bea
of mp atoms in vacuum are not currently available for su
studies.~We note, however, thatmd andmt atoms of about
1 eV kinetic energy can now be produced in vacuum us
frozen hydrogen targets@2#!. Thus the only practical ap
proach to measuring the initial energy distribution and
scattering is to deduce them from experiments on the in
actions of themp atoms in the target gas itself, i.e., by stud
ing the way in which singlemp atoms progress through th
target gas. The neutrality and small size (;2.5310211 cm!
of the muonic atoms suggest that the techniques for stud
the diffusion of neutrons of similar energy ('1 eV! are ap-
propriate. For example, the main experimental work to d
on scattering and energy spectrum determination for muo
hydrogen atoms has involved measurement of the time
tributions of muonic atoms diffusing through a target un
they strike a boundary, at which time the muon transfers
an atom of the wall material and a characteristic radiation
emitted from the new muonic atom.

The first muonic hydrogen diffusion experiment was p
formed at CERN and reported in 1967@3#. Negative muons
from a secondary beam of pions at the CERN synchrocy
tron were stopped in a chamber filled with hydrogen gas
containing an array of parallel thin foils or plates of A
When the muons stopped in the gas,mp atoms were formed
many of these diffused to the Au foils, though some deca
en route. The time distribution ofmp’s striking the foils was
obtained by measuring the time intervals between muons
tering the chamber and muonic AuK-series x rays emitted
when themp or md atoms struck foils and the muons we
transferred from the protons to the Au nuclei. This time d
tribution was then compared to calculated time distributio
obtained by making specific assumptions about the in
energy distributions of themp and the scattering cross se
tions. Because of the limitations on proton beam curr
('1 mA! at the time of the CERN experiments, the numb
of muons/s which could be stopped in a dilute gas was q
limited, so that the experiment had to be done mostly a
pressure of 26 bars of H2, with a small portion of the data
being taken at 10 bars. In the late 1970s a second se
diffusion experiments was undertaken at CERN by Be
et al. @4#, though in this case the foil array was of Al rath
than Au. The motivation for all the CERN experiments w
to establish the experimental conditions~target dimensions
pressure, temperature! suitable for studying ordinary muo
capture inmp atoms. That was also the motivation for th
experiments reported here.

The advent of meson factories and their proton beam
rents of 0.1–1.0 mA have made possible refinements of
CERN experiments on muonic hydrogen atom diffusio
Sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio were enhanced in
experiment by~a! use of intrinsic Ge photon detectors wi
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their superior resolution compared to NaI~Tl!, and~b! use of
foils composed of thin~9 mm! plastic sheet with 100-Å-thick
Au layers on both sides. Such foils give a low backgrou
from muons stopping directly in the Au, while muonic hy
drogen atoms impacting the foils were readily stopped by
Au ~cf. Sec. II below!. In the present experiment, which wa
done at the Paul Scherrer Institute~PSI!, it was possible to
obtain statistically significant data at pressures down to
mbar of H2, while still having good signal-to-noise ratio
This permitted taking data over a range of pressures and
two different spacings between the foils. Our goal was
work from pressures low enough so that amp ~or md) atom
would suffer little scattering before striking a foil, to pre
sures high enough so that the effects of scattering of
mp or md as they moved between the foils could be clea
seen in the data. At the lower pressures one should pres
ably be able to see evidence for the initial energy distrib
tion. At the higher pressures, the behavior of the scatte
cross sections vs energy could be compared to theore
predictions. In general these expectations were borne
though the evidence which developed for a pressure,
density dependence of the initial energy distribution comp
cated interpretation to some degree.

The use of two different foil spacings provided a test
internal consistency in the experiment, because in princ
the rates for physical processes at a fixed pressure ca
depend on the geometry of the target. Thus calculated res
for such physical quantities asmp initial kinetic energies at
fixed pressure should be consistent at different foil spacin
However, the spatial distributions of stopping muons m
exhibit characteristics which could appear to invalidate t
conclusion. For example, we assumed during our anal
that muons stopped uniformly in the target gas volumes,
in fact there could be voids in the stopping distributions ju
downstream of each foil. It is difficult to eliminate, or eve
to test, such conjectures, for to do so would involve t
introduction of new parameters beyond those central to
analysis and thus increase the uncertainties for those pa
eters of greatest physical interest. In the case of the hy
thetical voids mentioned above, we were able to search
results for evidence of their occurrence, and found none
the final analysis of the data the stopping was therefore
sumed uniform in the space between foils.

In a preliminary report@5# we described themd part of the
experiment and its interpretation based on theoretical c
sections available in the literature at the end of 1989. Th
cross sections were for scattering offnuclei only, whereas
the targets were actually composed of molecular gases
the intervening years the scattering theory has develo
dramatically through inclusion of the effects of molecul
binding, electron screening, etc., thus facilitating interpre
tion of the data and helping to improve understanding of
diffusion process@6#.

In Sec. II the experimental apparatus, both mechan
and electronic, is described, followed in Sec. III by a descr
tion of the method of analysis of the experimental data.
Sec. IV the theory of the Coulomb scattering of muonic h
drogen atoms is reviewed, and in Sec. V the conclusions
described.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A. Mechanical

As noted above, the basic principle of this experimen
that, unless they first decay, diffusingmp or md atoms will
eventually impact a wall of the target volume in which th
were originally formed, and upon doing so will immediate
transfer their muon to an atom of the material of which t
wall is formed. For these atoms, the ordinary and radia
nuclear capture processes, and also the formation of mu
molecules or complexes, have rates negligible compare
decay or wall impact at the pressures used here. The mu
atoms formed by transfer at impact with the walls will dee
cite with the emission of a characteristic spectrum. In o
experiment there were 49 independent target volumes, e
10 cm in diameter and either 0.2286 or 0.4572 cm thi
Each volume was formed by a pair of foil faces composed
9-mm Kynar ~C2H2F2) foil, a low-vapor-pressure plastic
The foils were stretched across and rf welded to Ky
spacer rings 0.2286 cm thick which formed the side wall
each cylindrical volume. Fifty foils, each with its outer rin
were stacked within an Al target vessel to form a sequenc
coaxial target volumes which were later filled with hydrog
or deuterium~see Fig. 1!. In order to double the space be
tween foils on occasion, empty spacer rings were alterna
with those carrying foils. Each foil had been coated by va
deposition with 100610 Å of Au on both surfaces. It wa
this Au layer to which amp which had been formed in a
particular target volume would transfer its muon to form
muonic Au atom. Based on an extrapolation of themp trans-
fer rate to Xe as then known@7# we estimated the transfe
cross section as 10216 cm2. The Au thickness was chosen
stopmp atoms of up to about 5 eV, because at the time t
experiment was planned~1987!, the expected energy of th
mp atoms in their 1S state after the initial cascade was on
about 1 eV, and there is other good reason for minimiz
the thickness of the Au layer, as described above.

Measurements showed a65% uniformity in spacing be-
tween the Kynar foils. Some beam muons stopping dire
in the Au layers on the foils would also form muonic A
atoms and thus give transferlike signals in prompt coin
dence with the scintillation counter signal from an incomi
muon. These prompt coincidences formed a backgroun
the early portions of the time distributions, and ultimate
limited the pressure at which statistically useful data co
be taken.

The pressure was held to within61% of the nominal
values. Temperature was monitored continuously and va
less than65% from 300 K during the experiment. We ther
fore estimate that uncertainties in density were less t
65%.

The Au layer on the Kynar foils had a surface layer
carbon some 5–10 Å thick, as is quickly formed on all A
surfaces under ambient conditions. We observed at D2 pres-
sure of 7.8 bars a delayed background of then53→n51
and 4→1 muonic carbon x rays, a background absent fr
the data accumulated at 2.5 bars or lower. We attributed
background tomd atoms degraded in energy by scattering
the higher pressures of the target gas to the point that
could be captured by the carbon layer before they reac
the Au. By limiting our observation to pressures of bo
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deuterium and hydrogen below 2.5 bars we thus avoi
recording of delayed muonic x-ray backgrounds from c
bon. Muonic fluorine x rays were also significant, becau
their presence might provide evidence for the penetra
through the Au layer of some fastmp atoms. Therefore a
search for such x rays was made@8#. Some muonic fluorine x
rays were detected at a low level relative to the signals fr
the Au, but the time structure of the muonic fluorine x ra
relative to incoming muons, and their higher relative inte
sities at lower pressures, led to the conclusion that they p
ably originated from beam muons which escaped ‘‘seco
muon’’ protective circuitry~see below! at about the 1024

level, and stopped in the Kynar foils. Thus it was conclud
that the Au layers on the Kynar foils in fact sufficed to st
all diffusing muonic hydrogen atoms, presumably beca
the atoms impinge on the foils in a directionally rando
distribution and because at the higher pressures substa
scattering and energy degradation of the atoms occur in
gas before foil impact.

B. Detectors and electronics

The main detectors used are shown in Fig. 1. Their ch
acteristics are summarized in Table I. Muon stops in
target were defined by three plastic scintillation detect
S1, S2, andS3. S1 detected the muons exiting the beam pip
whereasS2 andS3 selected the desired beam geometry re
tive to the target. In particular, muons were only accep
when passing through theS2 aperture, which had a diamete
of 5 cm and was centered at the axis of the foil stack. T
reduction of the beam diameter conservatively took into
count the beam divergence and multiple scattering effects
that a large majority of accepted muons would stop with
the 10 cm diameter of the cylindrical foil stack. Thus th

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The negative muon beam (mE4 at
PSI! entered from the top along the dashed center line.S1–S3 and
V1, V2 are scintillation counters.
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TABLE I. Detector characteristics.

Detector Type Dimensions~cm!a

Plastic scintillation detectors
S1 NE-102A 20320, T50.06
S2 NE-102A 18314, T50.5
S3 NE-102A F55.5, T50.05
V1 NE-102A F514, T50.2
V2 NE-102A 838, T50.3
High-purity Ge detectors
A,B,C intrinsic, planar F54.7, T52.6 each
GMX intrinsic, modified coaxial F54.9, T54.4
Neutron detector NE-213 liquid scintillant F512.7, T510.16

aF denotes the diameter,T the thickness of the detector.
bWith F55 cm aperture.
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‘‘ m-stop’’ signal was defined by the electronic coinciden
S1•S̄2•S3. After being placed in anticoincidence with th
various system deadtimes, this signal initiated the data ta
by opening a 5-ms-long ‘‘event gate’’ and by starting th
TDC’s ~time-to-digital-converters!.

As explained above, the basic signatures for muonic
drogen diffusion to a foil surface were x rays and nucle
g rays emitted after muon transfer to heavier nuclei. Th
were detected by four high-resolution intrinsic germaniu
detectors. DetectorsA, B, andC were housed in a single
vacuum vessel, and were especially suited for the ene
range 100–700 keV because of their dimensions of 47,
and 57 mm in diameter, all three being 26 mm deep.
higher energies, a larger GMX Ge detector was emplo
which had an efficiency of 17% at 1.33 MeV relative to t
standard 3 in.33 in. NaI~Tl! detector. The Ge detectors we
positioned as close as possible to the target vessel whil
lowing enough room for charged particle detectorsV1 and
V2 in front of them. The total solid angle covered by all G
detectors was about 5% of 4p. In addition, during part of the
experiment a neutron detector, capable of pulse-shape
crimination between neutrons and gammas, was placed
low the target cell.

The primary experimental information was in the energ
and in the times~with respect to the muon stop signal! of the
signals in the two Ge detectors. The timing signals from b
detectors were delayed by 1ms, so that within the ‘‘event
gate’’ the time range relative to them stop extended from
21 to 14 ms. Shortly after the end of the event gate,
coincidence logic decided whether the event was valid. T
conditions had to be fulfilled. First, only ‘‘m-real’’ signals
were accepted, these beingm-stop signals for which no sec
ond muon had been observed in detectorS1 for 4 ms before
or afterwards. This pileup rejection eliminated ambiguit
due to second muons impinging on the apparatus, and
reduced the accidental rate. Second, at least one Ge det
was required to have registered a photon within the ev
gate, while charged particles were vetoed by a prompt a
coincidence with detectorsV1 andV2. In case the event me
these criteria, the time~TDC! and energy@analog-to-digital
converter ~ADC!# information from the Ge detectors, th
time information of the electron detectorsV1 and V2, and
finally the time, energy, and pulse-shape information fr
the neutron detector were recorded on magnetic tape v
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microVAX-II computer. In addition, several counting rate
were recorded by CAMAC scalers and read out in regu
intervals. Some typical rates are given in Table II.

Background arose mostly from prompt stops in the
coating on the plastic foils. This was measured by first filli
the target with He of stopping power comparable to that
the highest pressure of H2 or D2 used in the actual data runs
It was found that the resulting time spectrum of Au sign
with He was indistinguishable from that of the time spectru
obtained with the foil target evacuated, indicating that t
stopping power of the gas in the target did not significan
affect the stopping distribution. Thereafter the backgrou
time spectrum was obtained by periodically accumulat
data with the target chamber evacuated. Normalization of
vacuum background data was obtained by comparing mu
carbon x-ray intensities~generated in the plastic foils! with
vacuum with those from H2 or D2. It is estimated that the
normalization and subtraction of background introduced s
tematic errors of,2% into the final data, with negligible
effect on the results of data analysis.

The Ge detectors provided most of the informati
needed for the diffusion time distributions. Outputs fro
other detectors were recorded in order to impose additio
coincidence conditions on the Ge detectors so as to dis
guish between muonic x rays from low-Z materials, where
the probability for subsequent emission of decay electron
high, and those in high-Z materials, which are usually fol
lowed by neutrons emitted in the nuclear capture proce
Though this information proved helpful in identifying th
origin of some x-ray lines, the high resolution of the G
detectors for muonic x rays was sufficient to obtain ve

TABLE II. Typical counting rates for the single-gap~0.23 cm!
foil stack, a beam momentumpm535 MeV/c, and a proton beam
current of;225mA at 590 MeV.

Scaler Rate (103 s21)

S1 23.0
S1•S3 17.2
m stop 16.9
Event gate 13.3
m real 9.2
Recorded events 0.76
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218 55D. J. ABBOTTet al.
clean signals associated with the diffusion process, so
the loss of statistics associated with the use of coincide
conditions was not justified.

If the event was not valid the ADC’s and TDC’s we
cleared by a fast hardware signal, so that the system
ready for the next event after a fewms. The primary signal
used for detection of the transfer to Au was the 356 k
nuclearg ray emitted from Pt196 following nuclear capture
of the transferred muon. A discussion of this choice w
given in @5#.

III. ANALYSIS OF DATA

The interpretation of the experiment depended up
analysis of the time distributions recorded under the vari
experimental conditions. An ‘‘experimental condition’’ wa
specified by~a! a target gas of either D2 or H2, along with
~b! a gas pressure between 47 and 1520 mbar, and~c! foil
gap of either 0.2286 or 0.4372 cm.

The ‘‘time distributions’’ were recorded as the numb
N(t) of events betweent and t1Dt, where t is the time
between the incoming muon signal and a signal from one
the Ge detectors which is indicative of the formation of
muonic Au atom. The bin widthDt was chosen as a com
promise between time resolution and the desirability of go
statistical accuracy for the number of counts in each b
Before analyzing the data they were all corrected for mu
decay and subsequently dealt with as if generated by no
caying muons.

A considerable amount of preprocessing of data was d
to produce the time distributions@the electronic logic signa
for an incoming muon was generated as described abov
Sec. II B, and required no processing, since it was gener
in standard CAMAC and NIM~nuclear instrumentation
module! electronic logic hardware and provided a comm
trigger for the event#. The pulse-height spectra from the G
detectors required fitting of all the peaks which were rela
to muon transfer frommp (md) to Au. To fit the pulse-
height spectra from the Ge detectors we used the programFIT

4.04 @9#, which provided peak areas and widths with asso
ated uncertainties, while taking into account the backgrou
in the neighborhood of each peak under the assumption
the background was locally linear. Real-time energy calib
tions were provided by strategically located muonic x-r
lines, e.g., the 347-keV Ka line from muonic Al was conve-
niently near the nuclearg-ray line at 356 keV from Pt196

which was the main indication of muonic Au formation
the target foils. The usual precautions were taken of frequ
calibration checks of the muonic x-ray lines against radio
tive sources, etc. to assure correct energy calibration fo
detectors during data accumulation.

Since the time distributions form the primary results
the experiment, the calibration and measurement of circu
response times was also essential. By studying the time~rela-
tive to them-stop signal! spectra of muonic x rays of variou
energies, it was possible to determine the@full width at half
maximum~FWHM!# and shapes~in time! for the nuclearg
rays of interest. The various Ge detectors showed Gaus
time resolution functions with the width parameterss mea-
sured to be 4.86 ns, 5.18 ns, 4.24 ns, and 4.56 ns for de
torsA, B, C, and GMX, respectively, at 300 keV. Further, b
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stopping muons in a target of solid Au, we measured
mean life of muons in Au by means of the time spectra of
356 keV nuclearg rays from Pt196. A mean life of 69.72
60.14 ns was obtained, in fair agreement with the va
quoted in the literature@10#.

Up to this point we have been concerned with those ch
acteristics of the detection apparatus which directly affect
time distributions generated frommp atoms striking the foil
surfaces. There are, however, several physical quant
which also affect the time distributions, specifically the in
tial energy distributions of themp andmd atoms, and the
differential scattering cross sections vs energy for both ty
of atoms in both elastic and inelastic channels. These are
so readily measured. It is, in fact, the systematic compari
between the experimental time distributions and compu
generated time distributions concocted using various
sumptions about these quantities, which gives experime
information about the physical quantities themselves. T
information is currently not experimentally available exce
via the work reported here.

The accuracy to which any of the physical quantities, i
cross sections and energy distributions, can be determine
dependent on both the global nature and the quality of
data set. The present set includes a total of 324 data po
spanning target pressures from 47 mbar to 1520 mbar~13
time distributions total!. Having data for both hydrogen an
deuterium is of importance, first because the energy dep
dence of the theoretical scattering cross sections formp and
md are quite different~see Figs. 2 and 3!, which could be
tested by analysis of the data. Second, it appears that a
lowest pressures used in this experiment the time distr
tions formp andmd are strikingly similar if the time scale
for md is altered by a factor of 2 in such a way that th
md’s appear to have their velocities doubled~Fig. 4!. This
suggests that at these pressures themd andmp possess the
same functional form of initial energy distribution, and th
the md distribution is a factor of 2 lower in mean velocit
~and thus in energy! than themp distribution.

In making the comparison between the experimental
computer-generated time distributions, it is necessary to

FIG. 2. Theoretical total scattering cross sectionss i j for
md1D2. Subscripti denotes the initial hyperfine state of themd
atom; j is the final state. Note that the elastic cross sectionss11 and
s22 in the two hyperfine states are almost equal below about 30
All cross sections are averaged over the thermal motion of the2
molecule at 300 K.
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55 219DIFFUSION OF MUONIC DEUTERIUM AND HYDROGEN ATOMS
able to develop by computer a large number of time dis
butions, in fact a multidimensional grid of time distribution
using various assumptions about scattering and initial kin
energy distribution for the experimental condition. The e
perimental time distributions can then be compared with
grid, using the least squares method to derive from the c
puted grid that hypothetical time distribution which best a
proximates a particular experimental time distribution.

In standard fashion the computed time distributions w
generated by a Monte Carlo~MC! method. To accomplish
this, a MC simulation of the muonic atom diffusion and su
sequent capture on the gold foils was performed. The si
lation begins after atomic capture of the muon and comp
tion of the cascade process through which themp or md
reaches the ground 1S states. The nature of the cascade p
cess and the shape of the experimental apparatus lea
certain initial assumptions for the muonic atoms. First,
diffuseness of the incoming muon beam and the geometr
the stacked foil structure, as well as the characteristics
muons slowing down in matter, are assumed to provid
uniform distribution of muonic atoms forming between fo
and throughout the radius of the target chamber~cf. Sec. II!.
Second, the nature of the muon capture and cascade
cesses indicates that upon reaching the ground state
muonic hydrogen atom’s direction of motion will be isotr
pic, the muon having lost all knowledge of its momentu
direction since the instant of capture. And finally, due
depolarization during the atomic cascade, the initial hyp
fine states of the ground-state muonic atoms are expecte
be populated in the statistical ratios~though there is no ex
perimental proof of this known to the authors!. For themp
atom the possible hyperfine states areF50,1 and for the
md atom F51

2,
3
2. Knowledge of the initial hyperfine stat

population is important because the scattering cross sec
depend on the hyperfine state, this sensitivity being part
larly strong formp1H2 scattering.

A Monte Carlo code calledMCGRID was developed ove
an extended period in order to simulate the histories
muonic hydrogen atoms in the parent gases in various cy
drically symmetric target geometries and at arbitrary pr

FIG. 3. Theoretical total scattering cross sectionss i j for
mp1H2. Subscripti denotes the initial hyperfine state of themp
atom; j is the final state. Note that the elastic cross sections22 in
the upper hyperfine state is 4–10 times larger thans11 in the lower
state for energies up to about 10 eV. All cross sections are aver
over the thermal motion of the H2 molecule at 300 K.
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sure. The program has been altered to take account of
availability of newly refined theoretical scattering cross s
tion calculations@6# ~cf. Sec. IV for a discussion of the cros
section theory!. EarlyMCGRID versions used scaled~doubled
for molecules! nuclear cross sections (mp1p andmd1d) in
thes-wave approximation, which proved to be inadequate
describe the data, in the sense that the use of such c
sections always resulted in least squares fits to the data w
had high values ofx2, i.e., were statistically improbable
Thus it appeared that higher partial waves in the nucl
cross sections plus such molecular effects as excitation
rotational states and electron screening were important to
microscopic description of the diffusion process.

The cross section input forMCGRID is provided for
mp1H2 andmd1D2 in the form of four differential cross
sections as a function ofE, the laboratory kinetic energy o
the diffusing atom:

]2s11
mol

]Ef]u
~E,Ef ,u!,

]2s12
mol

]Ef]u
~E,Ef ,u!, ~1a!

]2s21
mol

]Ef]u
~E,Ef ,u!,

]2s22
mol

]Ef]u
~E,Ef ,u!. ~1b!

ed

FIG. 4. Experimental data for~top! low pressures of D2 ~D094S
denotes D2 target at 94 mbar and 0.23 cm foil spacing! and H2
~H047D is H2 target at 0.46 cm foil spacing!, and ~bottom! high
pressure of D2 and H2. Note that themp ~triangle symbols! traverse
twice the foil spacing as themd atoms~circle symbols! in the upper
graph. In the lower graph the effect of scattering has been to dis
themd relative to themp curves, both with the same foil apertur
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Ef is the final laboratory energy of the scattered atom a
u is the laboratory scattering angle. The subscripts 1,2 r
to the lower and upper hyperfine states, respectively.
four molecular cross sections represent ‘‘elastic’’ (s11

mol and
s22
mol) and spin-flip (s12

mol ands21
mol) quantities and have bee

calculated for 100 values ofE between 0.001 eV and 75 eV
Cross section values needed byMCGRID, but not explicitly
calculated, are interpolated from the input data set vi
spline fit. These cross sections have taken into considera
both s- and p-wave scattering, molecular effects includin
rotational and vibrational transitions, spin correlations, el
tron screening, and Maxwell averaging over the room te
perature distribution of the target gas~see Sec. IVB below!.
We have also incorporated a scaling parameter (F) which
can be allowed to vary so as to simultaneously adjust
normalization of all cross sections, i.e.,F is a scale factor
which is independent of energy. If the assumed theoret
cross sections were in fact physically correct, then the le
squares fit to the data would yield aF equal to 1.0 .

The cross sections are used withinMCGRID in three dif-
ferent ways. First, the differential cross sections are rea
and integrated over both final energy and angle, giving to
cross sections as a function of laboratory energy. These c
sections are used to determine the mean free path for c
sions between muonic atoms and the target gas. Once a
of collision has been determined, the total cross sections
again used to determine whether a hyperfine spin-flip tra
tion has occurred. Finally, the partial differential cross s
tions are used to find a final laboratory energy and trajec
for the scattered muonic atom. This procedure is loop
through for each diffusing atom until it reaches one of t
gold foils or is lost to the sidewalls. Also included are t
effects of processes such as backscattering from foils, tim
resolution of the detectors, nuclear capture on gold, and
of low-energy events due to capture on thin carbon lay
covering the gold surface.

The final input toMCGRID is the initial energy distribution
for the diffusing muonic atoms as they reach the grou
state. Understanding the nature of this distribution is a
mary goal of this analysis. Thus a method withinMCGRID is
used for parametrizing the initial energy distribution a
then performing multiple diffusion calculations for a ran
of parameter values. This gives us a ‘‘grid’’ of Monte Car
time distributions from which the best values of the para
eters are found through a global fitting procedure with
experimental time distributions. The CERN codeMINUIT is
used in the least squares fitting analysis, as it provides
output a quantitative measure of the confidence limits fo
given set of parameter values.

Detailed theoretical predictions for the structure of t
initial energy distribution are currently not available@11#,
and it is in any case unlikely that the energy distribution c
be exactly described analytically. However, the computat
of a multidimensional grid of Monte Carlo time distribution
requires that each time distribution will be characterized
values for a finite number of parameters. Therefore it is n
essary in preparing the grid to assume initial energy dis
butions which can be described by functions involving a r
sonable number of parameters~here limited to 3!. Thus the
goal is to describe this distribution empirically, in order
have a way of accurately predicting the diffusion proce
d
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within the range of the complete data set. We have conc
trated on using only a few initial energy distribution fun
tions, used both individually and in combinations, in an
tempt to simulate the data, and we have observed that s
of these analytical energy distributions give time distrib
tions which are quite similar to the experimental time dist
butions. They are the delta-functiond(E), the Maxwell
M (E), the GaussianG(E), the powerP(E;a), and the rect-
angular distributionS(E). The power distribution is defined
by the following formula:

P~E;a!5
~12a!22a

~22a!12a

E2a

^E&12a , E1<E<E2 ~2a!

E150.001 eV, E25
22a

12a
^E&, ~2b!

where^E& is the mean muonic atom energy. Frequently us
combinations such as the double Maxwell (MD)

MD~E; f !5~12 f !M th~E!1 fM ~E!, 0< f<1 ~3!

whereM th is the Maxwell distribution corresponding to th
thermal energy of 0.04 eV, the power1d ~PD!, Maxwell
1d ~MD!, and the three-component distribution~3C)
@5M1(E)1M2(E)1d(E)# will also be referenced
throughout this discussion.

A. Deuterium analysis

As was discussed above, the nature of the scattering c
sections for hydrogen and deuterium must affect the ti
distributions observed with these two target gases. For d
terium, md1D2, the total cross sections are relatively fl
functions of energy, and are virtually identical for the do
blet (s11) and quartet (s22) elastic scattering. In addition
the spin-flip total cross sections (s12,s21) are relatively
small with respect to the elastic ones. Hence the diffus
process in D2 at a specifiedmd kinetic energy is relatively
insensitive to the hyperfine state. However, it was found
portant to include thep-wave component to the scatterin
amplitudes formd even at collision energies below 1 eV.

In the deuterium data set there are eight time distributio
corresponding to five single-gap pressure conditions
three double-gap conditions. All time distributions we
binned in 40 ns intervals for times<400 ns and then in 80 n
bins for times out to 2ms. This was to ensure good statisti
for each bin when fitting to the parametrized energy dis
butions for the diffusing atoms. In general, fitting of the e
perimental time distributions required an iterative proced
of creating a coarse grid of low statistics Monte Carlo dis
butions withMCGRID and then determining the appropria
range of parameters~such as mean energy,F), and then
generating a finer mesh high statistics grid around these
ues. A ‘‘high statistics’’ grid involved at least 40 000 even
per mesh point, which is to be compared with 6000–7000
fewer events in each experimental time distribution. T
high statistics grids were in turn used withMINUIT to obtain
the best fit to the experimental data.

The determination of an appropriate initial energy dist
bution for themd atoms was somewhatad hoc. It was in-
structive to look at some energy distributions which we
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TABLE III. MINUIT fit to md1D2 experimental diffusion time distribution using a power initial ener
distributionP(E;a). In the individual fits the molecular factorF was allowed to vary for each condition. Fo
the free energy fits theF was constrained to have the same value for all conditions. Where calculated,
limits are for one statistical standard deviation as computed viaMINOS. For free pressure fits theF was the
same for all fits, andE was constrained to be the same for both single~0.23 cm! foil gap conditions and
double~0.23 cm! foil gap conditions at the same pressure; e.g., D375S and D375D conditions. The no
for conditions is, e.g., D094S[D2 target gas, 94 mbar pressure, single foil gaps. The values ofa are also
given for this two-parameter distribution. DOF denotes degrees of freedom.

Condition Mean energy~eV! a F DOF Reducedx2

Individual fits
D094S 1.21 0.21 1.45 12 0.66
D188S 1.44 0.38 1.00 17 0.54
D375S 2.00 0.51 1.06 20 0.51
D750S 2.21 0.61 0.82 25 0.93
D1520S 2.85 0.49 0.97 25 1.02
D188D 2.00 0.68 1.03 22 0.99
D375D 1.99 0.78 0.65 25 1.05
D750D 3.18 0.76 0.63 25 0.41

Free energy fits
D094S 1.1710.5020.35 0.2010.6020.00a

D188S 1.4410.3820.27 0.4210.2420.22
D375S 1.9610.3220.48 0.5210.1220.12
D750S 2.2010.7720.49 0.5210.1120.11 0.9710.1320.13 178 0.90
D1520S 2.8511.1520.87 0.5010.3020.30
D188D 2.0110.5820.58 0.6810.1220.13
D375D 2.0710.6220.44 0.5510.1620.16
D750D 2.8510.8420.85 0.5310.1620.16

Free pressure fits
D094 1.1710.6620.26 0.2010.4820.00a

D188 1.6910.3620.27 0.4710.2220.27
D375 2.0210.1520.15 0.5210.0820.08 1.0110.0720.07 184 1.01
D750 2.7010.1620.14 0.5810.0520.05
D1520 2.8411.1620.53 0.4910.0820.25

aParameter is at the fixed low limit of 0.20.
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simple in form, but which did not fit the experimental da
particularly well. These are thed-function and Maxwell dis-
tributions, both having the convenient property of being d
fined by a single parameter. In these two cases, howe
there were actually two free parameters used — the m
energy^E& of the initial distribution and theF scaling factor
for the cross sections~cf. above!. We defined three types o
least squares fits to the data. The first was the ‘‘individua
fit, which was composed of independent fits to each of
eight time distributions, thus allowing a determination of t
‘‘best-fit’’ parameters (̂E& i ,Fi) for each condition. Using a
d-function form for the initial energy distribution yielde
values for reducedx2 which were large ('2), as well as
F values also'2 at the lower pressures. For the Maxwe
distribution the quality of fits was better, though theF often
took on values exceeding 1.2.~TheF could change from its
ideal value of 1.0, corresponding to agreement with the th
retical cross sections, asMINUIT attempted to compensate fo
an inadequate initial energy distribution.! For both types of
distribution there appeared to be an increase in^E& with
increasing pressure. Two other types of fit defined for t
-
er,
an

’
e
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s

analysis were the ‘‘free energy’’ and ‘‘free pressure’’ fit
For the free energy fit we made the restriction thatF be the
same for all conditions. For the free pressure fit we made
additional restriction that for a given pressure the single- a
double-gap results must have identical initial energy dis
butions. The results of these fits for thed-function and Max-
well distribution showed the Maxwell to be superior to thed,
indicating the need for a broad distribution in energy, but
reducedx2 were still not satisfactory.

B. Thermal components

After a muon has been captured on a deuterium molec
to form amd atom, it is expected@12# that during the cas-
cade process there is significant probability that themd atom
will be thermalized. Therefore we have considered some
tial energy distributions which include a thermal compone
~mean energy 0.04 eV! of variable fractional area, the tota
area always being normalized to unity. The two distributio
most readily parametrized for this investigation were t
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TABLE IV. MINUIT fit to md1D2 experimental diffusion time distribution using a double Maxwell initi
energy distributionMD(E; f ). See caption for Table III, except that here energyE is the mean energy of the
higher-energy Maxwell component in theMD distribution, andf is the fraction of total area in the high
energy Maxwell. The low-energy Maxwell has a thermal energy of 0.04 eV.

Condition Mean energy~eV! f F DOF Reducedx2

Individual fits
D094S 1.29 0.90 0.82 12 0.75
D188S 1.75 0.82 0.81 17 0.48
D375S 2.08 0.96 1.43 20 0.66
D750S 2.48 0.83 0.91 25 1.01
D1520S 2.52 1.00a 1.12 25 0.90
D188D 2.60 0.70 1.02 22 0.95
D375D 2.42 0.86 1.11 25 1.21
D750D 3.79 0.70 0.65 25 0.51

Free energy fits
D094S 1.3310.8720.44 0.8810.1220.33
D188S 1.7610.6720.43 0.8310.1720.17
D375S 2.1210.7020.47 0.8510.1520.14
D750S 2.4610.7520.41 0.8410.1020.10 0.9210.1020.10 178 0.89
D1520S 2.8311.1720.41 0.8710.0920.13
D188D 2.6911.2420.99 0.6610.3420.20
D375D 2.7211.1820.86 0.7410.2620.19
D750D 3.6910.3021.62 0.8110.1920.15

Free pressure fits
D094 1.3310.5420.45 0.8810.1220.12
D188 2.1510.5220.18 0.7410.0720.13
D375 2.4110.2120.29 0.7910.0820.05 0.9210.0620.06 184 1.12
D750 3.0010.9920.15 0.8110.0920.09
D1520 2.8310.7420.18 0.8710.0920.09

aParameter is at the fixed high limit of 1.00.
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‘‘power’’ distribution (E2a), in which a can be varied to
adjust the proportion at lower energies,1 and the ‘‘double
Maxwell,’’ where one Maxwell component is fixed to
mean energy of 0.04 eV and the other is allowed to hav
variable energy to optimize the least squares fit. In both ca
the parameter corresponding to the fraction of the ther
component could be varied. Both distributions have two
rameters associated with the energy distribution in addi
to theF parameter. Fits~for md) for both parametrizations
showed that for every condition the individual fits for bo
distributions yielded goodx2. After adding the singleF re-
striction for the free energy fit, the quality of the fit was st
satisfactory. At this point the addition of the free pressu
restriction forcing single- and double-gap energy distrib
tions to be the same was interesting in that the double M
well fit worsened while the power fit was still quantitative
good. These results are shown in Tables III and IV. T
question of evidence for a thermal component to the ene
distribution can be studied from these fits. First, the addit
of a thermal component to the single Maxwell distributi
clearly improved the fit at all pressures and spacings.
fraction of thermal component, however, was relatively co
stant at around 15–20 % for all pressures, though increa

1The mean energŷE& is also an adjustable parameter. Specifyi
both a and ^E& fixes the upper cutoff energy of the power dist
bution — the lower cutoff is 0.001 eV.
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pressure was expected to increase the thermal fraction. S
larly, for the power distribution the fraction of the low
energy component stayed relatively constant~i.e., a;0.5!
for all pressures except the D094S case, where ana;0.2
indicates a smaller low-energy fraction.

The first thing to note about the individual fits for bo
distributions is that for every condition goodx2 are obtained.
By adding the singleF restriction for the free energy fit, on
sees that the quality of the fit is still satisfactory, with r
ducedx2 for both cases being less than 1.0 and the bes
F being very close to 1.0.

C. High-energy components

While the mean energy of muonic or pionic atoms wh
initially formed is expected to be of the order of eV, ev
dence exists for the presence of a ‘‘high-energy’’ compon
with energy of 50–100 eV forpionic atoms formed in liquid
and gaseous H2 @13,14#. This component has been observ
at the time of nuclear absorption of the pion by the proto
the absorption being estimated to occur mainly from
n53,4 S state. The high-energy component is thought
develop through acceleration of the pionic atom during c
lisions with hydrogen molecules by a process of Coulo
deexcitation of the pionic atom. In such processes the pio
atom can acquire recoil kinetic energy, in contrast with
diative deexcitation in which the photon takes away the tr
sition energy. This process would also be expected to ap
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to mp and md atoms. Markushin@11# has developed the
theory of the high-energy components formp and md
in H2 and D2 gas at pressures similar to those used in
experiment reported here.

Since an analysis of our data already showed an incre
in mean energy vs pressure for all experimental initial dis
butions, even the simpled-function and Maxwell forms
~cf. above!, it was appropriate to study more carefully th
possibility of a ‘‘high-energy’’ component. One issue co
cerned the degree to which our experimental setup was
sitive to high-energy components. For example, the perp
dicular transit time for a 1-eVmp atom crossing the 0.23 cm
foil gap is 180 ns, whereas the rise time of the detect
system is approximately 70 ns. Thus the detection sys
cannot be expected to be able to distinguish among mu
atom energies exceeding about 20 eV, though it will be s
sitive to the presence of such high-energy components. T
confirmed that it was difficult to distinguish between tim
distributions generated from muonic atoms with a mean
ergy of 25 eV and those with 50 eV or more. Therefore
chose to make tests of high-energy components by addi
d-function distribution with energyEd to another primary
distribution such as a Maxwell, double Maxwell, or powe
The computational load of generating Monte Carlo gr
with many free parameters became a serious problem du
the fitting process with these energy distributions. Thus
was decided, given the consistency of theF parameter with
1.0 ~no cross section scaling! during tests of simpler distri-
butions, and also because the theoretical calculations w
expected to be accurate only within 5–10 %, to fix this p
rameter at 1.0 in order to allow the introduction of ener
distributions involving more free parameters. In effect, t
‘‘individual’’ fit cases were eliminated during this part of th
analysis.

Results of high-energy component tests formd diffusion
were in general inconclusive. Acceptable fits could be fou
without the presence of such a component; its inclusion g
erated equally good or slightly improved fits to all time d
tributions. However, we were unable to accurately determ
the magnitude or the mean energy of this component.Ed
e
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ranged from 10 eV up to 25 eV and ranged in magnitu
from 0 to 30%. In both the power1d and the three-
component ~thermal1Maxwell1d) fits, neither of these
quantities showed any clear correlation with pressure. T
there did not seem sufficient justification to choose th
distributions rather than their simpler counterparts. It is i
portant to note, however, that analysis of this experim
finds no disagreement with Markushin’s@11# predictions,
which estimate the high-energy component (E.8 eV! for
the conditions of the present experiment to reach a maxim
about 30% at 1.5 bars. Moreover, an increase in mean en
of themp andmd atoms with gas pressure is experimenta
established in this experiment.

D. Hydrogen analysis

As was pointed out previously, understanding the kinet
of the muonic hydrogen diffusion is made complicated
the structure of the cross sections, which differ in seve
ways from muonic deuterium cross sections. First, themd
cross sections are relatively constant over the energy ra
of interest~0–100 eV!, while themp cross sections chang
by almost two orders of magnitude. In addition, the two h
perfine state cross sections, while virtually identical formd,
differ by a factor of 2–10 formp over the same energ
range. Finally, themp spin-flip cross sections are of the sam
magnitude as or larger than the elastic cross sections.
last feature, coupled with the large cross section differe
between singlet and triplet states, leads to a situation
which some diffusion time distributions can be very sensit
to all the various input parameters such as the initial ene
distribution, as well as the initial hyperfine state populati
distribution.

The size of the hyperfine splitting is also greater formp
~0.182 eV! than formd ~0.0485 eV!. The latter is scarcely
larger than the thermal energy of 0.04 eV at 300 K, and s
has little effect on hyperfine population even for thermaliz
md atoms. On the other hand,mp atoms with laboratory
kinetic energies of 0.2–0.4 eV are beginning to move ir
versibly into the singlet state as scattering further reduces
gy
e only
TABLE V. MINUIT fit to mp1H2 experimental diffusion time distribution using a power initial ener
distributionP(E;a). See caption for Table III, except that here there are no free pressure fits becaus
one foil spacing was used.

Condition Mean energy~eV! a F DOF Reducedx2

Individual fits
H047D 2.08 0.50 0.60a 16 1.58
H094D 3.76 0.66 0.60a 25 2.49
H188D 4.49 0.70 0.66 24 1.88
H375D 6.65 0.80b 0.83 24 1.85
H750D 8.02 0.79 0.81 25 2.21

Free energy fits
H047D 2.1410.5620.56 0.4910.1520.15
H094D 3.7510.5720.57 0.6410.0820.08
H188D 4.5110.2820.28 0.6910.0620.06 0.7210.0520.05 118 2.12
H375D 6.0910.4620.46 0.8010.0020.03b

H750D 6.8410.4120.41 0.8010.0020.04b

aParameter is at the fixed low limit of 0.60.
bParameter is at the fixed high limit of 0.80.
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TABLE VI. MINUIT fit to mp1H2 experimental diffusion time distribution using a double Maxwell initi
energy distributionMD(E; f ). See caption for Table IV; there are no free pressure fits here.

Condition Mean energy~eV! f F DOF Reducedx2

Individual fits
H047D 2.56 0.85 1.11 16 1.59
H094D 3.60 0.97 1.40 25 2.56
H188D 6.75 0.68 0.78 24 1.40
H375D 12.57 0.51 0.75 24 1.20
H750D 16.04 0.50 0.78 25 1.83

Free energy fits
H047D 2.5711.2120.65 0.8110.1920.24
H094D 4.0711.2520.54 0.8110.0620.11
H188D 6.7510.8021.68 0.6810.1020.04 0.7810.0520.10 118 1.77
H375D 16.0812.2925.25 0.4710.0420.03
H750D 16.02a 0.5010.0420.03

aParameter limits were so close to the computed value thatMINOS did not yield reliable results for the errors
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kinetic energy. Since the singletmp scattering cross sectio
is considerably smaller than the triplet one for these energ
the singlets will move more rapidly than the triplets throu
the target gas to the Au-coated foil surfaces. This effec
manifest in the structure of the higher-pressure diffus
time distributions, for which scattering~and hence thermali
zation! is dominant. One notes the difference in shape
tween themp and md time distributions in Fig. 4, with a
strong decrease in the rate at early times followed by ‘‘le
eling off’’ after about 400 ns in themp.

The analysis for themp diffusion distributions followed
much the same course as for themd distributions, with many
initial energy distribution functions tried. The fit types we
the same with the exception of the ‘‘free pressure’’ ca
which could not be made as there were only double-
mp data. Also for themp data there were five time distribu
tions acquired at pressures ranging from 47 mbar to
mbar. The final results for the ‘‘individual’’ and ‘‘free en
ergy’’ fits for the power and double Maxwell distribution
are listed in Tables V and VI.

There are some striking differences between themp and
md fits. First, the overallx2 values for all fits are substan
tially worse for themp, and also no individualmp distribu-
tion is fitted well. In addition, there is a systematic tre
towards poorer fits with increasing pressure.2 Turning to the
power and double Maxwell parametrizations, which fitt
well in themd case, we see that formp the fits are poor for
both the individual and free energy fits. The pressure co
lation of F is significantly reduced, and it has stabilize
around 0.8. But unlike themd case, the double Maxwell fi
clearly distinguishes itself from the power as the better
rametrization. This seems primarily due to its ability to d
tinguish between a thermal component, which increases
increasing pressure, and a higher-energy component.

2The case of the 94-mbar pressure and double foil spacing i
exception to this statement. However, this condition was see
have considerably worse fits primarily due to poor data quality fr
scatter inconsistent with the uncertainties assigned. Some a
undiscovered systematic errors for this condition may be the ca
s,
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In all mp fits the pressure dependence of mean energ
much stronger than for themd case, and for the DM fit this
is particularly true. This is somewhat troubling because
the strong cross section dependence with energy that ex
If there were some inaccuracy in the cross sections, it wo
manifest itself in either increasingly poor fits with pressu
or a strong mean energy dependence with pressure of
initial distribution, or both. If it is assumed that themp and
md initial energy distributions are of similar form~but have
different mean energies, for example!, the above problems
suggest the possibility of error in theoretical cross secti
upon which the fitting procedure is based. In this connect
we note that independent of the form chosen for the ini
energy distribution, at higher pressures themp F moves to
0.960.1, suggesting that any inaccuracy in the cross sect
is not associated with overall normalization through the r
evant energy region, but rather on the detailed behavio
the cross sections over a restricted energy range.

To test these ideas, a fit was made in which theF was
allowed to have its apparently preferred value of 0.8 over
energies for the triplet only, while the singletF was allowed
to float. TheMINUIT least squares fit then chose a singletF of
2.0, with reduced mean energy, for a somewhat improved
This test was made only to demonstrate that a partic
change in cross sections can improve the fits to the exp
mental time distributions, especially those at higher pr
sures, which are more sensitive to scattering than to the
tial energy distribution of themp atoms. Considerably more
experimental data would be necessary to deduce detail
the energy and angular dependence of the four cross sec
involved, and with the present data it is possible only to t
the theoretical cross sections by seeing whether they pro
a good fit to the data, especially for high-pressure conditio

Some of the points mentioned above in Sec. III are illu
trated in Fig. 5, which shows both the experimental d
~points with errors bars! and fits ~continuous and dashe
lines! for two conditions: 375 mbar D2 with single~0.23 cm!
spacing, and 375 mbar H2 with double~0.46 cm! spacing. In
each case we see~a! a peak at early arrival times at a foi
and ~b! a long tail extending out to where the number
events becomes statistically useless~we used signal equal to
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background as criterion for the data cutoff at long times!. We
note that the H2 data appear to have a plateau at 500–10
ns; the D2 data just decline steadily with time. As for the fit
the single Maxwell is worst; for both H2 and D2 the double
Maxwell distribution appears best. The poorer quality of
for H2 as compared to D2 is not apparent for these tw
conditions; it is our impression that overall the H2 fits are
worst in the neighborhood of 500–1000 ns for the high
pressure~188–750 mbar! conditions.

IV. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF SCATTERING
OF MUONIC ATOMS

A. Scattering from nuclei

In describing the scattering of muonic atoms in a mixtu
of hydrogen isotopes it is necessary to solve the three-b
Coulomb problem in the continuum. In the first approach
neglect the effects of electron screening and molecular bo

FIG. 5. Experimental data and Monte Carlo ‘‘free pressur
fits for md 1 D2 at 375 mbar with foil spacing of 0.23 cm
~top!, and ‘‘free energy’’ fits formp 1 H2 at 375 mbar with
foil spacing of 0.46 cm~bottom!. The Monte Carlo fits are to the
best ~minimum x2) energy distributions of the Maxwell (M ),
power (P), and double Maxwell~DM! forms. Characteristics o
these Monte Carlo fits, which are seen for all conditions, are evid
in the two cases displayed here; e.g., the Maxwell fit is alw
the worst among the three types shown. Also themd time distribu-
tion always shows a steady decline with time, while at pressure
200 mbar and above themp data exhibit a plateau from 500 to 100
ns.
0

t

-

dy
e
ds

~which seems reasonable because the muon Bohr radiuam
is much smaller than the electron Bohr radiusae :
am /ae5me /mm;1/200), then the problem is one involvin
three Coulombic particles of comparable mass, namely,
nucleusa, the muon which is bound to nucleusa to form the
muonic atomma, and finally the nucleusb which scatters
ma.

The channels for low-energy collisions of muonic atom
with nuclei of hydrogen isotopes are

ma1b→ma1b, elastic scattering, ~4a!

ma1b→mb1a, isotope exchange, ~4b!

~ma!F1a→~ma!F81a, spin flip F→F8. ~4c!

We note that in contrast with conventional atomic collision
in these muonic atom processes a small parameter co
sponding tome /M; 1023 is absent~hereM is the reduced
mass of the nuclei!. As a result, nonadiabatic effects are im
portant here, becausemm /M;1021. Taking these effects
into consideration is quite complicated, and has required
ther development of the conventional methods of atom
physics. Thus far the most accurate and complete res
have been obtained by extending the Born-Oppenheimer
proximation with the method of perturbed stationary sta
~PSS! as applied in atomic physics to muonic atom scatt
ing, in order to include the effects of nonadiabaticity. T
idea of this approach~also referred to as the adiabatic repr
sentation in the Coulomb three-body problem! is to expand
the three-body wave function in terms of the basis functio
of the two-center problem@15#. Most of the attempts have
been made in a framework of the two-level adiabatic a
proximation, i.e., taking into consideration only the two low
est states of the basis set. Such calculations had their be
nings in Refs. @16,17#. The incomplete inclusion of the
nonadiabatic motion of nuclei made in the two-level appro
mation @18,19# has a significant effect. In the paper@20# a
simple recipe was suggested to improve the two-level P
approximation by correcting the effective masses in the v
ous channels. It was shown@21# that such improvement o
the approach, i.e., more precise treatment of the nonadiab
effects, may dramatically change scattering cross section
some cases. The scattering cross sectionss i j and corre-
sponding reaction matrices for muonic hydrogen atoms s
tered by hydrogen isotopes have been calculated by this
proach in a broad CMS collision energy range~0.001 eV
<«<50 eV! @22#.

Other attempts to improve the two-level PSS approxim
tion have been made by Kobayashiet al. @23#, who applied
two sets of Jacobi coordinates, which leads to separate
of adiabatic states in each channel, and by Cohen and S
ensee@24#, who used the two lowest states of the ‘‘im
proved’’ adiabatic basis@25#.

The extension of the PSS approach to the multichan
scattering problem has been done in the papers@26,27#. This
permitted testing of the convergence of the multichan
adiabatic method in the problem of muonic atom scatter
by the nuclei of hydrogen isotopes, and also the calcula
of these cross sections with controlled accuracy. This
proach has been successfully applied to all combinati
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of hydrogen isotopes for all processes happening during
deceleration of a ground-state muonic atom from about
eV to 0.001 eV, including elastic scattering, isotope e
change, hyperfine transitions, and the ‘‘in flight’’ fusion r
action. The results have been published as an atlas of
tering cross sections~and the corresponding reactio
matrices! for the energy range 0.001 eV<«<100 eV
@28,29#. The accuracy achieved here for the calculated cr
sections is a few percent. This estimation has been confir
recently at zero collision energies for the reactio
mp1p→mp1p and md1d→md1d by solving numeri-
cally the Fadeev equation@30,31#. The agreement of the ca
culated scattering lengths with the multichannel adiabatic
sults @28# are within 2% for themp1p case and 2–3 % fo
md1d. We also mention two other multilevel results o
tained so far: variational@32#, based on the use of a Gaussi
basis set, and hyperspherical@33# calculations of the ex-
change ratemd1t→mt1d, both giving results close to th
multilevel PSS~see@34#!. We note that among existing two
level results, those of Ref.@22# are closest to the multichan
nel calculations @28# for symmetric collisions (ma)F1
a→(ma)F81a. The scattering cross sections differ less th
10–20 %, and for some energy regions the agreement
good as a few percent.

B. Scattering from molecules

In the experiments discussed here one actually deals
gaseousmolecularhydrogen and deuterium targets. Ther
fore it is necessary to take into account the effects of m
lecular binding and electron screening, as discussed bel

The screening effects turn out to be important for elas
scattering at collision energies below about 1 eV@35–37#.
The cross sections for the scattering of muonic hydrogen
hydrogen molecules~‘‘molecular’’ cross sections! used in
our Monte Carlo simulations were calculated using an eff
tive screening potential. This potential is obtained in the s
ond order of perturbation theory with respect to the sm
parameterAme /mm' 1

14. In the case of the hydrogen mo
ecule, the potential takes the following form@38# in the
muonic atomic units (\5e5mm51!:

Ve~ra ,rb ,r c!52C$exp~22.4ur1 1
2Ru/ae!

11.35exp@21.2~ ur1 1
2Ru1ur2 1

2Ru!/ae#

1exp~22.4ur2 1
2Ru/ae!%, ~5!

where

R5r c2rb , r5ra2
1
2R. ~6!

Vectorsra , rb , andr c are positions of the nucleia, b, and
c in the systemma 1 bc. Nucleib andc are components o
the homonuclear moleculebc. The Bohr radius of the ‘‘elec-
tronic’’ hydrogen atom is denoted byae . ConstantC is of
the order ofae

23 @38#. We note that the magnitude of th
potential is greater by about 30% than the one obtained
the scattering of muonic hydrogen on hydrogenatomsin the
framework of the improved adiabatic basis@37#. The formula
above contains contributions from the second-order polar
tion term of the muonic hydrogen-electron interaction. T
e
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numerical calculations presented in Ref.@37# take into ac-
count only the monopole part of this interaction.

The molecular binding effects are estimated according
the Fermi pseudopotential method, which was used for
culations of the cross sections for slow neutron scattering
protons bound in molecules. A similar method has been
veloped for the case of muonic hydrogen scattering on
drogen molecules@38–40#. To calculate the molecular cros
sections, the interaction of a muonic hydrogen atomma with
a single hydrogen nucleusb is described by the pseudopo
tential:

Vn~ra ,rb!5
2plb

Mb
d~ra2rb!, ~7!

whereMb is the reduced mass of thema1b system. The
spin-dependent operatorlb is the elastic or spin-flip scatter
ing length of thenuclearprocessma1b. The interaction of
the muonic hydrogen atom with the hydrogen molecule
therefore described by the sum of the screening potentia~5!
and the two potentials~7!, corresponding to the presence
the hydrogen nucleib andc in the moleculebc. The screen-
ing potential is relatively weak, so that the electronic con
bution to the scattering amplitude practically comes o
from distancesr of the order ofae . Since the cross section
for the scatteringma1b vary considerably within the energ
range of interest, the Fermi model has been improved
replacing the constant scattering lengthlb in the potential
~7! by energy-dependent scattering amplitudes@6,41#:

lb→l̄b~pb!52 f b~pb!, ~8!

where f b is the amplitude of the scatteringma1b→ma1b
andpb is ma momentum in the nuclearma1b c.m. system.
The values of elements of the reaction matrixT for the scat-
teringmp1p andmd1d, published in Ref.@28#, have been
used to calculate the elastic and spin-flip scattering am
tudes and therefore to form the respective pseudopotent

The molecular cross sections are calculated in the
Born approximation. They are summed over all final ro
tional and vibrational states of the hydrogen molecule wh
are possible for a fixed value of the initialma momentum
P, given in themolecularma1bc c.m. system. Any fixed
momentumP corresponds to a continuous spectrum of t
momentumpb , due to internal motion of the nucleusb
within the molecule. Thus the calculations@41# include av-
eraging over momentumpb . The eigenfunctions of differen
initial rotational states and of the ground vibrational sta
have been used for this purpose. Since one always deals
ma scattering on the zero point vibrations of the target n
clei, a characteristic width of the collisional energy spectru
in thema1b c.m. system~for a fixedP) is of the order of
0.5 eV — the vibrational quantum of H2. That leads to cer-
tain smoothing of the total molecular cross sections, co
pared to the respective nuclear ones. This effect is impor
if a scattering amplitude changes rapidly, e.g., near the s
flip threshold of 0.182 eV in the lower channel ofmp1p
elastic scattering.

The calculated total molecular cross sections differ s
nificantly from the input nuclear cross sections below ab
1 eV for collisions preserving the total spin ofma @42#. The
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molecular corrections to the total spin-flip reactions a
smaller since they are characterized by relatively greater
mentum transfers. These differences are more impor
when one considers the partial differential cross sectio
Various rotational transitions in hydrogen molecules invo
their specific angular dependencies. The screening pote
gives the strongest contributions to the forward scatter
Therefore the molecular differential cross sections are v
anisotropic, especially if only a few rotational transitio
take place. Some examples of the differential molecu
cross sections for the scatteringmp1H2 andmd1D2 have
been discussed in Ref.@43#.

The present Monte Carlo simulations of the diffusion p
cessesmp1H2 and mp1D2 have been performed in th
laboratory system. The molecular differential cross secti
@41,43#, calculated in the molecular c.m. system, have b
used to derive the laboratory partial differential cross s
tions ~1!. These cross sections have been averaged at
perature 300 K over the Boltzmann distribution of the init
rotational levels and over the directions and values of velo
ties of the target molecules described by the Maxwell dis
bution. For energies greater than a few eV, the doubled
ues of the nuclear differential cross sections@28# have been
used when calculating the laboratory molecular cross s
tions.

The accuracy of the molecular cross sections depend
the accuracy of the input nuclear cross sections~see Sec.
IVA !, the accuracy of determination of the effective scre
ing potential ~5!, and the errors in the pseudopotent
method of estimation of the molecular binding effects. Sin
the screening potential~5! has been obtained in the seco
order of the perturbation theory with respect to the param
Ame /mm' 1

14, truncation of higher-order terms leads to
error of about 5–10 % of the calculated potential. The infl
ence of this error on the molecular cross sections depend
the muonic atom energy. When the energy approaches z
the screening interaction is dominant, which leads to the
ror of about 10–20 % in the molecular cross section. At
ergies of a few eV the potential~5! can be neglected.

At this time there is no direct estimation of accuracy
the pseudopotential method used for determination of
molecular binding effects in muonic atom scattering on m
ecules, nor has this problem been solved by another met
The Fermi method can be used in the case of muonic a
scattering since the nuclear scattering lengths~8! are much
smaller than the muonic atom wavelengths at low energ
and also than the radius of the hydrogen molecule. T
pseudopotential method gives good results for neutron s
tering on protons bound in chemical compounds, and th
fore it is expected that this method also gives reasona
results~error of about 10–20 %! in the case of muonic at
oms, though the scattering lengths~8! sometimes depend
strongly on collision energy (mp1H2, mt1T2).

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the experiment was to acquire and in
pret the data necessary to understand the history of mu
hydrogen (mp andmd) atoms formed by stopping negativ
muons in gaseous targets filled with hydrogen or deuter
at pressures between 47 and 1520 mbar. Such pressure
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of special interest for experiments in nuclear muon abso
tion in the upper hyperfine state of themp or md atom.
Primary goals were the determination of the ‘‘initial’’ kineti
energy distributions for themp or md atoms when they
reached the 1S state following the cascade through stat
lying below those in which the muonic atoms were forme
and the testing of theoretical calculations of the cross s
tions for scattering of themp or md on the molecules of the
target gas. The energy distributions which were compa
with experiment had to be chosen within the limitations
computational power available for testing the assumed fo
for the distributions. At ‘‘low’’ pressures about 100 mba
the initial energy distributions were dominant in produci
the observed results. At higher pressures the scattering o
mp or md dominated the observed data.

With regard to the initial energy distributions, themd
data showed that the two initial energy distributions whi
are characterized by single parameters, i.e., thed-function
and single Maxwell distributions, both give poor fits
the data. Better fits were obtained from a power ene
distribution E2a ~with high-energy cutoff!, and from the
double Maxwell distribution with a thermal component. Fu
thermore, the mean energy of the nonthermal componen
the double Maxwell distribution was sensitive to targ
gas pressure, rising smoothly from about 1.4 eV at
mbar pressure to 3.0 eV at 1520 mbar. This fact, plus
observation that the mean kinetic energy traversed a sim
range of values vs pressure for all tested energy distributio
is in support of the idea that a fast component of muo
hydrogen energies is produced collisionally by some ac
eration mechanism such as Coulomb deexcitation during
cascade. Finally, the fact that the molecular factorF is 1.02
for the double Maxwell~and also the power! distribution
gives support to the theoreticalmd1D2 scattering cross sec
tions.

The situation with regard tomp data analysis is not a
satisfactory as formd, in the sense thatx2 values for the fits
are substantially larger than unity in all cases. It is true t
still for the mp case the double Maxwell and power initia
energy distributions yieldx2 values which are substantiall
smaller than for thed-function or single Maxwell distribu-
tions, giving support to the idea that the power and dou
Maxwell energy distributions are closer to reality. We al
note that with all the assumed energy distributions the m
energy rises from about two eV at 47 mbar to 10 eV
375–750 mbar.~It was noted above that this experiment ca
not distinguish among mean energies which are above 10
eV.!

Nevertheless, withx2 values near 2.0, the power an
double Maxwell fits to themp data are far from satisfactory
Since it is reasonable to suppose that themp initial energy
distribution at a given pressure is similar in form to the d
tribution for md, it is puzzling that those distribution
~double Maxwell, power! provide poor fits to themp data, as
indicated byx2 values of 1.5–2. As indicated above in Se
IIID, the fit can be improved if the singletmp1H2 cross
sections are increased by 20–30 % from the theoret
values over a restricted collision energy range in
neighborhood of 0.1–0.4 eV. The screening contribution
these energies ranges from 130%~at 0.1 eV! to 25% ~at
0.4 eV!. Since in the case of singletmp1H2 scattering
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the signs of the nuclear and electron screening scatte
lengths are the same, the presence of electrons lead
an increase of the molecular cross sections. This effec
especially strong at lowest energies because the magnit
of these scattering lengths are comparable. Thus the c
sections for the processmp1H2, calculated in Ref.@37# us-
ing a smaller screening potential, would give worse fits th
the molecular cross sections used in this paper. However
fitting results cannot be fully ascribed to the inaccuracy
the screening potential. Another possible explanation is
the pseudopotential method may not work very accuratel
the region of the hyperfine cusp in the singlet cross sect
Nevertheless, the calculated molecular cross sections lea
the best fits compared to those obtained with nuclear
atomic cross sections, and the binding effects increase
total molecular cross sections by 30% at 0.1 eV and 8%
0.4 eV.

The influence of the assumed initialmp spin population
on the fits has not been investigated. That would have
volved introducing more free parameters to the fitting ro
tine. Without experimental evidence to the contrary, our
sumption of an initial statistical mixture of hyperfine states
the 1S mp atom appears reasonable. We suspect mainly
more complicated structure of themp cross sections to be th
source of the fitting problem.
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Finally, we note that the best-fit initial energy distribu
tions for md and mp atoms indicate that the initial mea
energy of themp is twice that of themd at pressures nea
100 mbar.

With more intense beams now available at PSI, it sho
be possible to investigatemp effects to even lower pressure
The higher-energy component to the velocity distributio
may be studied with foil coating of a low-Z element so that
muonic x rays can be used to give superior timing accur
in the transfer signal. It is to be noted, however, that
results of this experiment already indicate that themd scat-
tering cross sections and velocity distributions are kno
well enough for the planning of the experiments on mu
capture in deuterium gas.
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